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On Tits Geometries of Type en 
ANTONIO PASINI 
Several facts suggest the conjecture that all finite Tits geometries of type C3 with thick lines are 
either buildings or flat. We prove that, if r is a finite Tits geometry of type Cn (n :;" 3) with thick 
lines and if all residues of roftype C3 are either buildings or flat, then either Tis a building or n = 3 
and ris flat. 
I. STATEMENT OF THE THEOREM 
We prove the following result: 
THEOREM. Let r be a residually connected Tits geometry of rank n ~ 3 belonging to the 
diagram 
(Cn ) 0----0----0--
q q q 
--0----0=0 
q q P 
(where q, p are positive integers and q > I). Suppose further that the condition 
(*) all residues of type C3 are either buildings or flat in the sense of [5] 
(to be defined later) 
holds. Then either r is a building or n = 3 and r is flat. 
Bya result of Ott ([5]), stated here as Proposition C, the following result is an immediate 
consequence. 
COROLLARY. Let r be a residually connected Tits geometry belonging to the diagram 
(Cn ) 0----0----0--
q q q 
--0----0=0 
q q q 
(where q is an integer greater than I). Then either r is a building or n 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
We need to state some preliminary definitions. 
3 and r is flat. 
2.1. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS. Let r be a (residually connected) geometry in the 
diagram 
(Cn ) o n-3n-2n-1 
0---0-- - - - --0----0=0 
where the integers 0, I, ... n - I denote types, n is the rank of rand n ~ 3. The elements 
of type 0 are called points, the elements of type I are lines, those of type 2 are planes and 
those of type n - I are called hyperlines (if n ~ 4). Given two elements x and y of r, we 
write x * y to mean that x is incident with y. We shall also use phrases such as 'the point 
a lies on the line x', 'the line x passes through the points a and b', 'the line x lies on the plane 
w', and so on, instead of 'the point a is incident with the line x', 'the line x is incident with 
the points a and b', 'the line x is incident with the plane w', . . . . 
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Let us recall some standard definitions. Given an element x, the O-shadow (To(x) of x is 
the set of all points incident with x. Two distinct points are collinear if there is a line incident 
with both of them. If two points a, b are collinear, then we write a .L b. 
The set of all points collinear with a given point a is denoted by the symbol a.1. Given 
a set of points X, we set X.1 = nXEX Xl. The collinearity graph of r is the graph defined 
on the set of points of r by the collinearity relation. 
Given a subset I of the set of types {O, 1, ... n - I}, let SI be the set of all elements of 
r of type i E I. The I-truncation Ir of r is the geometry induced on SI by the incidence 
relation and by the type function of r (see [3]). 
We recall that, given a type i and a cardinal number qj, the geometry rhas i-order qj if 
every flag of co type i belongs to qj + 1 chambers (see [3]). In this definition qj might be 
infinite. At any rate, henceforth, when we shall deal with orders, we shall always assume 
that they are finite. The geometry r has uniform order if there is a positive integer q such 
that, for every i, the geometry r has i-order q. 
2.2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS ON GEOMETRIES OF TYPE Cn • As in Section 2.1, in this section 
r is a (residually connected) geometry belonging to the diagram 
(Cn ) 0 n - 3 n - 2 n - 1 
0---0-- - - - -<r--O==O 
where n ;;::: 2 and the integers 0, 1, ... n - 1 denote types. 
LEMMA 1. Given elements x, y of r of type i and}, respectively, if} ;;::: i + 1 then there 
are an element u of type} and an element v of type} - i-I such that x * u * v * y. 
Let x, y, i and} be as above. The proof is by induction on n, i and n - 1 -}. If n = 2, 
then there is nothing to prove. Let n > 2. Let i = 0 and} = n - 1. Then the statement 
has been proved in Lemma 1 of [6]. Let i = 0 and} < n - 1. Let z be an element of type } + 1 incident with y. By the inductive hypothesis on n - 1 -} there are elements of u', 
v' of type} + 1 and}, respectively, such that x * u' * v' * z. In the residue 1; of z we can 
find an element v of type} - 1 incident with both v' and y. In r." we can find an element 
u of type} incident with both x and v. We have done. Let i > O. Let z be an element of type 
i-I incident with x. By the inductive hypothesis on i, there are elements u', v' of type} 
and} - i, respectively, such that y * v' * u' * z. By the inductive hypothesis on n we can 
find elements u, v" of 1; of type} and} - 1, respectively, such that x * u * v" * u' . In r." 
we find an element v of type} - i-I incident with both v" and v'. We have x * u * v * y. 
We have done. 
COROLLARY A. The Collinearity graph of r has diameter at most 2. 
Indeed, given two points a, b of r, let x be a line through b. We have a.1 n (To(x) of;. 0 
by Lemma 1. 
COROLLARY B. The geometry r is finite if it has finite orders. 
Trivial, by Corollary A, and by an easy inductive argument on the rank of r. 
LEMMA 2. The {n - 2, n - 1 }-truncation of r is a partial plane. 
The proof is trivial. 
The following two propositions will playa very important role in this paper. The first one 
is a special case of theorem 1 of [11]. The second one is a special case of the result of [2]. 
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PROPOSITION A (Tits, [lID. The universal2-cover of r is a building if all residues of r of 
type 
0--0=0 
are 2-covered by buildings. 
PROPOSITION B (Brouwer and Cohen, [2D. Let r be finite and let it have thick lines. Then 
r is a building if it is 2-covered by a building. 
We remark that Brouwer and Cohen assume in the statement of their result that r is 
thick. But the proof given by them does not need the whole thickness assumption in the case 
of en. It needs only the assumption that lines are thick. 
2.3. A RESULT ON GEOMETRIES OF TYPE e3 • In this section ris a (residually connected) 
geometry belonging to the diagram 
0--0=0 
q q p 
(where q, p are positive integers) 
We observe that r must be finite because it has finite orders (Corollary B of Lemma 1). 
Given any two distinct points of r, there are at most qp + 1 lines passing through them 
(see lemma 5.9 of [7D. Moreover the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) given any two collinear points of r, there are just qp + 1 points through them; 
(b) every point of r is incident with all planes, 
(see lemmas 5.6 and 5.9 of [7D. If the (equivalent) conditions (a) or (b) above hold in r, then 
we say that r is flat. 
Let rbe fiat. Then it has exactly q2 + q + 1 points, (qp + I)(l + q + 1) lines and 
(qp + I)(p + 1) planes, its collinearity graph is complete and q ~ p (see lemma 5.10 of 
[7] for this inequality). 
PROPOSITION C (Ott, [5D. Let q = p. Then either r is a building or it is flat. 
We remark that Ott assumes in his paper that q # 1. At any rate, it is well known that 
there are just two thin geometries of type e3 • One of them is the Coxeter complex of that 
type and the other one is fiat, and it is the quotient of the Coxeter complex of type C3 by 
the opposite involution. Then the statement of Proposition C holds also if q = 1. 
2.4. ON CERTAIN GEOMETRIES OF TYPE e4 • In this section ris a residually connected 
geometry belonging to the diagram 
0--0---0==0 
q q q p 
(where q, p are positive integers and q > 1). Moreover we assume that the condition (*) of 
our theorem holds, that is that 
All residues of points of r are either buildings or flat. 
Let F be the set of all points a of r such that the residue r;, of a is fiat. Let B be the set 
of all points b of r such that r;, is a building. 
The aim of this section is to show that F = 0 (Lemma 11). This is a crucial step in our 
proof. 
LEMMA 3. Let a be a point in F and let b be a point collinear with a. Then there is just one 
line through a and b. 
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Suppose u, v are two lines incident with both a and b. Since Fa is flat, some hyperline x 
is incident with a, u and v, and hence also with b. We see a contradiction in ~. 
LEMMA 4. Let a be a point in F. Then a1- u {a} is a clique in the collinearity graph of r. 
Let b, c be points collinear with a. Let x and y be the (unique by Lemma 3) lines through 
a and b and through a and c, respectively. In Fa we find a plane w through x and y, because 
Fa is flat. In r., we find a line through band c. 
LEMMA 5. We have B i= 0. 
By contradiction let B = 0. Then F is the set of all points of r, by (*). Then any two 
collinear points are incident with the same hyperlines. Then every point is incident with all 
hyperlines. So there are just (qp + l)(p + 1) hyperlines, because a flat geometry belonging 
to 
0---0==0 
q q p 
has just (qp + l)(p + 1) planes. Let M be the number of planes of r. We have 
M(p + 1) = (pq + l)(p + l)(l + l)(q + 1) because every plane is incident with just 
(q + l)(l + 1) planes, and there are just (qp + l)(p + 1) hyperlines. Then M = 
(q + l)(l + l)(qp + 1). Let N be the number of triplets (u, v, w) such that w is a 
plane and u, v are distinct hyperlines incident with w. We have N = M(p + l)p = 
pep + l)(q + l)(l + l)(qp + 1). But we have also [(qp + l)(p + 1)]· [(qp + 1) 
(p + 1) - 1] ~ N by Lemma 2. Then we get that p ~ q2 + q. We have a contradiction: 
indeed we have p ~ l because q i= 1, by a well known property of generalized quad-
rangles (see [10]). 
LEMMA 6. No two points in F are collinear. 
By contradiction, let ai' a2 be distinct collinear points in F. Let x be the (unique by 
Lemma 3) line through a l and a2 • Let us assume that there is some point b in B which is 
collinear with al but is not incident with x. We have a2 .1 b, by Lemma 4. Let Xi be the 
(unique by Lemma 3) line through band ai (i = 1, 2). All hyperlines incident with ai are 
incident with x and Xi, because Fa, is flat (i = 1, 2). Then there are (qp + l)(p + 1) 
hyperlines incident with b, Xl and X 2. Moreover, Xl i= X2' Indeed, if otherwise, we should 
have Xl = X = X 2 by Lemma 3. Then X would pass through b, contradicting our assump-
tions on b. Therefore Xl i= X2' But r;, is a building of type C3• Then there are just p + 1 
hyperlines in .r;, incident with both Xl and X2' We have a contradiction. Therefore every 
point of B collinear with al lies on x. Then all points collinear with a but not incident with 
X belong to F. Let c be a point (in F) not incident with X and collinear with al' Let y be 
the (unique by Lemma 3) line through al and c. Let us substitute X with y and a2 with c and 
repeat the previous argument. We conclude that every element b of B collinear with al 
belongs to y. But al is the unique point on both X and y, by Lemma 3. Then B n at = 0. 
But B i= 0 by Lemma 5. Let b be a point in B. Let al = Co .1 CI .1 C2 ••• .1 Ck = b be a 
path of minimal length in the collinearity graph of r. Then CI E F, by what we have proved 
just now. Then k ~ 2 and Co .1 C2 by Lemma 4. The path Co, CI' ••• Ck has not minimal 
length. We have the contradiction. 
LEMMA 7. Let a be a point in F. Let u be a hyperline such that a ¢ O'o(u). Then there is 
just one pair (w, v) such that v is a hyperline, w is a plane and a * v * w * u. 
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By Lemma I, there is at least one pair (w, v) as above. By contradiction, let us assume 
that there is another pair (w' , v ' ) #- (w, v) such that w' is a plane, v ' is a hyperline and 
a * v' * w' * u. We have v #- v'. Indeed, if otherwise, we should have w #- w' because 
(w, v) #- (w', v'). This fact would contradict Lemma 2. In the residue 1,; of u we find a point 
b incident with both wand w'. We have b #- a because art: l1o(u). In 1,; we find a line x 
through a and b. Similarly, we find a line x' through a and b in 1,;" We have x = x' by 
Lemma 3. Moreover, bE B by Lemma 6. In the building I/, we have x * v * w * u and 
x * v ' * w' * u. Then x * u because v #- v'. Then a * u. We have the contradiction. 
LEMMA 8. Let a be a point in F. Let x be a line which does not pass through a and let b. 
c be distinct points on x collinear with a. Then there is a unique plane w incident with both a 
and x. 
Indeed, let y, z be the lines through a and b and through a and c, respectively (the lines 
y, z are uniquely determined by Lemma 3). If some hyperline v is incident with both a and 
x, then we can find a plane W through a and x in the residue 1,; of v. Let u be a hyperline 
incident with x but not with a. In I/, we find a hyperline Vb and a plane Wb such that 
y * Vb * Wb * u. In r: we find a hyperline Ve and a plane We such that z * Ve * We * u. We have 
Vb = V e and Wb = We by Lemma 7. Then we get that x * Wb (= wJ in 1,;. Then Vb (= vJ is 
a hyperline incident with both a and x. Therefore there is some plane W through a and x . 
By contradiction, let w' be another plane through a and x, different from w. By Lemma 3, 
the line y lies on both wand w'. But I/, is a building, by Lemma 6. Then we have a 
contradiction in I/,: indeed we have two distinct lines, x and y, both incident with two 
distinct planes (namely, wand w'). 
COROLLARY A. Let a be a point in F. Let x be a line. Then a is collinear with either all 
or just one of the points of x. 
Trivial, by Lemmas I and 8 . 
. COROLLARY B. Let a be a point in F. Let x be a line through a and let b, c be distinct points 
on x . Then x is the unique line through band c. 
Indeed, let x' be any line through band c. If x' passes through a, then we have x = x' 
by Lemma 3. By contradiction, let us assume that art: Go (x' ). by Lemma 8 there is a (unique) 
plane W through both a and x'. The line x lies on W by Lemma 3. So we have x = x' in r,. . 
Then a E Go(x') and we have the contradiction. 
LEMMA 9. Let a be a point in F. Let W be a plane not through a and let b l , b2 , b) be points 
on W collinear with a. Let us assume that there is not any line on w passing through all of bl , 
b2 and b). Then there is a unique hyperline incident with both a and w. 
For every i = 1,2, 3, let Xi be the line through a and bi (the line Xi is uniquely determined, 
by Lemma 3). The points b l , b2 , b) are pairwise distinct. Indeed there is not any line on w 
through all of them. Then, by Corollary B of Lemma 8 and by the assumption that 
art: Go(w), we get that the lines XI, X2, x) are pairwise distinct. Let u be a hyperline incident 
with w. For every i = I, 2, 3 we can find in the residue fbi of bi a pair (ui , w;) such that 
Xi * Ui * Wi * u. If a rt: Go(u), then we have UI = U2 = u) and WI = W2 = W3 by Lemma 7. 
In r" we get W = Wi because wand Wi have three points in common, not on the same line 
(namely, the points b l , b2 and b). Then W * ui • We have shown that there is some hyperline 
incident with both a and w. Let us assume, by contradiction, that there are distinct 
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hyperlines v, v' incident with both a and w. By Lemma 3, the line XI is incident with both 
v and v'. The residue fbI of b l is a building, by Lemma 6. Then in fbI we see that XI lies on 
w. Then w passes through a. We have the contradiction. 
COROLLARY A. Let a be a point in F and let w be a plane such that O"o(w) 't a.l u {a}. 
Then there is a unique line X on w such that O"o(x) = O"o(w) (l a.l. 
Trivial, by Corollary A of Lemma 8 and by Lemma 9. 
CORROLLARY B. Let a be a point in F and let u be a hyperline such that a ¢ O"o(u). Then 
there is a unique plane w incident with u such that O"o(w) = O"o(u) (l a.l. 
Indeed, by Lemma 1, there is a plane w incident with u such that O"o(w) ~ O"o(u) (l a.l. 
If O"o(w) # O"o(u) (l a.l, then O"o(u) ~ a.l, by Corollary A of Lemma 8 and by the assump-
tion that a ¢ O"o(u). But there are just q2 + q + 1 lines through a, because a E F. Then the 
set a.l contains exactly q3 + l + q points, by Lemma 3. Then O"o(u) contains less than 
q3 + q2 + q + 1 points. We have a contradiction. Therefore O"o(w) = O"o(u) (l a.l. More-
over, w is the unique plane incident with u with this property. Indeed, let w' be any other 
such plane. Then wand w' have the same O-shadow in r... Therefore w = w'. 
LEMMA 10. Let a be a point in F. Then there is some point in B which is not collinear 
with a. 
We have B # 0 by Lemma 5. Let us assume that B ~ a.l. Then F = {a}. Indeed, by 
contradiction, let a' be another point in F. Then a 1. a' by Lemma 6. There is a point c such 
that a 1. c 1. a', by Corollary A of Lemma 8. Let x, x' be the lines through a and c and 
through c and a', respectively (the lines x, x' are uniquely determined by Lemma 3). We 
have X # x' because a ~ a'. We have assumed that q > 1. Then there is a point b on x' 
different from c and a'. We have bE B by Lemma 6 and by Corollary A of Lemma 8, 
because c 1. a t a' and b, c, a' lie on X'. So we contradict the assumption that B ~ a.l. 
Then F = {a}. By Lemma 3 and by the assumption B ~ al., there are just 
q3 + q2 + q + 1 points in r because r;, is flat. Then all points are incident with all 
hyperlines because every hyperIine is incident with q3 + l + q + 1 points. Then the 
number of all hyperlines is equal to the number of hyperlines incident with a given point. 
Then, given any point b different from a, the number of hyperlines incident with a is equal 
to the number of hyperlines incident with b. But there are (qp + l)(p + 1) hyperlines in 
r;, because a E F and there are (q2p + 1)(qp + l)(p + 1) hyperlines in fb because b E B 
(indeed F = {a}). We have a contradiction. 
Then B 't a.l. 
LEMMA 11. We have F = 0. 
The proof is by contradiction. We suppose that some point a is in F. By Lemma 10 
there is some point bE B which is not collinear with a. We define a mapJfrom the residue 
of b to the residue of a as follows. For each line X in fb define J(x) to be the unique 
(by Lemma 3) line in Fa incident with a and with the unique (by Lemma 8 Corollary A) point 
on X in a.l. For each plane w in fb define J(w) to be the unique (by Lemma 8) plane 
incident with a and with the one line (by Lemma 9 Corollary A) z on w such that O"o(z) = 
O"o(w) (l a.l. For each hyperline u in fb defineJ(u) to be the unique (by Lemma 9) hyperline 
incident with a and with the one plane (by Lemma 9 Corollary B) v incident with u such 
that O"o(v) = O"o(u) (l a.l. 
We notice that J maps incident pairs of varieties in fb to incident pairs in r;,. 
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For first, if w is a plane or hyperline in lb and x is a line of lb such that x is incident with 
w,f(x) andf(w) are forced to be incident by Lemma 3. Second, if u and ware an incident 
hyperline and plane of lb, let z be the line on w such that O'o(z) = O'o(w) n a.l. Then 
O'o(z) = O'o(u) n a.l, so z must lie on the unique plane v of u such that O'o(v) = O'o(u) n a.l. 
So z is incident withf(u), and hence some plane is incident withz, a andf(u). By Lemma 
8, this plane must bef(w). Sof(w) is incident withf(u). 
We have shown thatf defines a morphism from the residue lb of b into the residue r;, 
of a. We show next thatfinduces an isomorphism between rank 2 residues of lb and r;,. 
First suppose that x, yare distinct elements of lb incident with the same hyperline u, and 
suppose that f(x) = f( y). We establish a contradiction. The elements x, yare either both 
lines or both planes. In the case where x, yare both lines we can produce two points c, d 
in a.l and on x, y, respectively (distinct since x and yare distinct lines incident with the flag 
{b, u}). Since f(x) = fey), the line f(x) passes through a, band c. Since, by Lemma 8 
Corollary B, f(x) is the unique line through band c, f(x) is incident with u. Thus a .1 b, 
a contradiction. In the case where x and yare both planes we can define lines Zx and Zy on 
x and y, respectively contained in a.l. Since f(x) = f( y) the lines Zx and Zy belong to the 
same planef(x) through a. The point a does not lie on Zx or on Zy since a¢: O'o(u). If Zx and 
Zy are distinct lines we can find a line z through a onf(x) and two distinct points cx, c y on z 
and Z, and on z and Zy' respectively. The points Cx and cy are incident with u. Hence so is 
z, by Lemma 8 Corollary B. Thus a is incident with u, and collinear with b, a contradiction. 
On the other hand, if Zx = zv' we can find two distinct planes x, y in the residue of u with 
the line Zx and the point b on both. Since b is not on Zx this again leads to a contradiction. 
Thus we see that f induces an injective morphism from the residue of {b, u} into the 
residue of the flag {a,f(u)}. Since both residues are finite and contain the same number of 
chambers, f in fact induces an isomorphism between these two residues. 
Next, let w be a plane through b. If x and yare distinct lines in the residue of the flag 
{b, w} they lie also in the residue of some hyperline u in lb, and hence, by the above, have 
distinct images under f So now suppose that u and v are distinct hyperlines on w such that 
feu) = f(v). Let Wu and Wv be the planes incident with u and v, respectively, such that 
O'o(w.) = O'o(u) n a.l and O'o(wv ) = O'o(v) n a.l. Let z be the line on w such that 
O'o(z) = O'o(w) n a.l. In r: and r: we see that z lies on both Wu and Wv because O'o(z) = 
O'o(w) n a.l ~ O'o(u) n O'o(v) n a.l = O'o(w.) n O'o(wv ). Looking in r;, since u and v are 
distinct varieties in this residue, we see that Wu # W v ' Now, sincef(u) = f(v), the hyperline 
feu) is incident with both Wu and w" and so we have in r; three pairwise distinct hyper-
lines u, v and feu) and three pairwise distinct planes w, Wu and Wv such that 
u * w * v * Wv * feu) * Wu * u, impossible in a residue which should be a generalized 
quadrangle. 
Thus, we see thatfinduces an isomorphism from the residue of {b, w} to the residue of 
{a,f(w)} (again surjectivity follows from the finiteness of the residues). 
Finally, let x be a line through b. 
Let v, w be distinct planes incident with the flag {b, x} such that f(v) = few). No 
hyperline u can be incident with both v and w since f would map the residue of the flag {b, u} 
isomorphically onto the residue of the flag {a,f(u)}. So there is a plane w' through x and 
distinct hyperlines u, u' such that u is incident with both v and w' and u' with both wand 
w'. We havef(v) # few') andf(w) # few'), sincefinduces ismorphisms from the residue 
of {b, u} onto the residue of {a,f(u)}, and from the residue of {b, u'} onto the residue of 
{a,f(u')}. Thus, sincef(v) = f(w),f(u) = feu') in the residue of {a,f(x)}. Now we have 
a contradiction since finduces an isomorphism from the residue of {b, w'} onto the residue 
of {a,f(w')}. 
Let u, v be distinct hyperlines incident with x since thatf(u) = f(v). Let U be the set of 
planes incident with the flag {x, u}, V the set of planes incident with the flag {x, v}, and 
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Wthe set of planes incident with {a,f(u)}. We have W = f(U) = f(V), because each of 
U, V, W contains q + 1 elements and f induces an injective mapping on the set of planes 
incident with x. Then U = V for the same reason. So u = v. 
Thus we see that f induces an isomorphism from the residue of the flag {b, x} to the 
residue of the flag {a,f(x)}. 
So now we see thatfis a morphism from r;, to Fa which restricts to an isomorphism on 
rank 2 residues. By Lemma 3.2 of [9] (which simply uses the fact that Fa is connected) we 
see that f also maps r;, onto Fa and thus is a 2-covering from r;, to Fa. But now, by 
Proposition B, since r;, is a building so is Fa. This is a final contradiction. 
So F = 0. 
2.5. THE PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Suppose n > 3. Then the condition (*) holds not only on r but also in all C4 residues 
of r. Thus we can use the results of 2.4 and show by Lemma 11 that all C3 residues of r 
are buildings. Hence ris covered by a building, by Proposition A. But ris finite, by Lemma 
1 Corollary B, and q > 1. So r is a building by Proposition B. 
3. A COROLLARY ON THE CASE OF q = P = 2 
Only one example is presently known of a (residually connected) finite thick non-building 
geometry of type Cn • First constructed by Neumaier in [4], it has many different descrip-
tions. Here is the easiest one. Let us take a set X of 7 objects as set of points, all 3-subsets 
of X as lines and let n be a projective plane of order 2 over X. Let us take the orbit of n 
under the action of the alternating group .s17 on X as set of planes and define incidences by 
set-theoretic inclusion. 
We get a flat geometry in the diagram 
Q---O==O 
222 
This geometry is often known as the .s17-geometry. The reader can see [1], [7] and [8] for 
further characterizations of this geometry. 
The following proposition is essentially due to S. Rees: 
PROPOSITION D. The .s1r geometry is the only (residually connected) non-building 
geometry belonging to the diagram 
Q---O==O 
222 
Indeed the .s17 -geometry is the only flat geometry in that diagram, by Lemma 5.14 of [7]. 
Proposition C gives the conclusion. 
COROLLARY. Let r be a residually connected geometry of rank n ~ 3 belonging to the 
diagram 
~ - - - --0-0=0 
2 2 2 2 2 
Then r is either a building or the .s1r geometry. 
(Trivial, by Proposition C, by the theorem of this paper and by Proposition D). 
ApPENDIX 
Some months after this paper had been submitted, the author has gained knowledge of 
the following result, due to Liebler [12] and, partially, to S. Rees and Scharlau [13]. Let r 
be a finite geometry of type 
Tits geometries of type en 
0--0==0 
q q p 
53 
where q > 1, with 'known' parameters (i.e.: {q, p} = {t, t2 } or {t2 , t3 } or {t, t} or 
{t - 1, t + I} or {t, I}). Then r is either a building or flat. If that result were true, then 
the Corollary stated in Section 1 of this paper could be improved as follows: Let r be a 
finite geometry of type en (n ~ 3) with thick lines and 'known' parameters. Then either r 
is a building or n = 3 and r is flat. 
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